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The Image of Fairfield

Fairfield To Host AIDS Memorial Quilt
Caitlin Whelan
Staff Writer

November 30 marks the
arrival of a portion of the NAMES
Project AIDS Memorial Quilt to
Fairfield University. The display
of the Quilt, provided by the
NAMES Project Foundation of
San Francisco, in the Campus
Center involves Fairfield in
commemorating World AIDS
Day on December 1.
In conjunction with
bringing the Quilt to campus,
students held a quilting bee on
November 13, enabling people
who have lost friends or relatives
to AIDS to have the opportunity
to create panels to add to the Quilt.
While few people arrived to
actually make panels for the Quilt,
the quilting bee did not go
unnoticed. Erica Lyn French, '95,
chairperson of the display
committee, said they were not
expecting a great number of
students, "because lots of students
don't know someone yet who has
died of AIDS, but the chances of
faculty members knowing
someone is greater." However,
throughout the day, "many people
came in to ask questions."
The AIDS Memorial
Quilt began in 1987 in San

The AIDS Memorial Quilt
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Francisco, when Cleve Jones, in
an expression of anger and grief,
spray painted the name of a friend
on a piece of cloth the size of a
grave. Word spread throughout
the country and beyond as people
continually added names and
memorials to their loved ones.
From there, the NAMES Project
Memorial Quilt grew to form the
23,416 panels exhibited in
Washington, D.C., covering 15
acres this past summer. The quilt
has been displayed in whole and
in part in schools, churches,
prisons, museums, synagogues,
and theatres. Through donations
at the various displays, the
NAMES project has raised more

than $1 million for AIDS
organizations throughout the
country.
The display of the Quilt
at Fairfield, French says, will
begin "November 30 at 7 PM with
a memorial service in the chapel,
and a candlelight march from the
chapel to the Oak Room," where
the unfolding will take place
amidst speakers, including Fr.
Aloysius Kelley. The display will
consist of hundreds of panels, 3foot by 6-foot, each in memory of
the life of a person who died of
AIDS. The Quilt will remain on
display through December 1 and
December 2. On these days,
students, faculty, administrators,

and area residents will read aloud,
from 10 AM to 8 PM, names of
persons who have died of AIDS.
In recognition of the
members of the art world who
have died of AIDS, December 1
has been designated "a day
without art." Works at the Quick
Center for the Arts will be draped
in black.
Among the many
benefits of the AIDS Memorial
Quilt display, French hopes it will
"increase awareness for students,"
and help further awareness
through fundraising. "The money
raised is going to beneficiaries
who are AIDS organizations."The
committee hopes to raise enough
to assist the Stewart B. McKinney
Foundation in Fairfield, and Bread
and Roses, a hospice in
Georgetown, Connecticut.
Cooperation for the
display of the AIDS Memorial
Quilt at Fairfield, a project that
began early last year, has come
from nearly all facets of the
university. Contributors included
the Alumni Association, Campus
Ministry, the Fairfield University
Student Association, Freshman
Year Experience, the Health
Center, Inter Residence Hall
Government,
the
Jesuit
Community, Seiler' s and Venders,

the Quick Center for the Arts, the
College of Arts and Sciences, the
School of Nursing, and the
Residence Hall Government.
Members of the AIDS
Memorial Quilt Project Display
Committee include Erica French;
assistant chairperson Pamela
Hardy, Gwen Vendley, Dr. Mark
LeClair, associate professor of
economics, Jeanne DiMuzio,
director of student activities,
fundraising coordinator; Barry
Vesciglio, substance abuse
coordinator, logistics coordinator;
Dr. Suzanna MacAvoy and
Allyson Weiss, '95, , education
coordinators; and Tom Zingarelli,
and Murray Farber, publicity
coordinators. Jennifer Formica,
'94 and Tricia Dawson, '94 served
as panelmaking coordinators; and
juniors Kristen Graham and Kelly
Morris served as volunteer
coordinators. Fr. Joe Schad served
as Artistic Coordinator, and Mr.
James Fitzpatrick was the advisor
for the committee.
The efforts in bringing
the AIDS Memorial Quilt to
Fairfield have been intensive since
spring of last year, says French,
but "it has been worth it. It's very
important to me, and the support
from the university has been
overwhelming."

Security Orders Lock Up Of Residence Halls
Megan Harvist
Managing Editor

Don't leave home
without it - your ID that is. As of
Friday, November 12, at 7pm the
program of locking all residence
halls on a 24-hour basis began.
From 7am to 12am all resident
students have card access to all
residence halls and from 12am to
7am. Building residents only have
access to their halls.
This is in response to the
"peeper" in Jogues Hall who was
allegedly wandering around the
he 3rd floor. The "peeper" was
described as very thin man in his
mid to late twenties, about 6' - 6'4
and having a dark complexion.
He was wearing dark colored
sweats with light gym shorts.
Security conducted a building
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Intruder sighted in Jogues Hall.
search after the incident was
reported, but did not find anyone
matching this description.
Meghan Lovett '96 , a
resident of Jogues 2, said, "I saw
him (someone fitting his
description) walking through my

floor and down the fire stairs at
9:30 am."
Thus Security and
Student Services implemented 24hour lock of doors. Glenn Griffin,
Assistant Directorof Security, said
"It's a good step. There's no
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guarantee it will work, though.
It's less effective if students
themselves prop open the doors."
Twenty-four hour locking of doors
is a policy that is issued at many
other colleges. Says Griffin, "This
is not temporary, it will be a
permanent change."
In addition to the lockup, Security has also increased
patrols on campus. Officers are
now doing interior foot patrols in
the residence halls. In Jogues Hall,
Security has provided whistles in
the women's bathrooms as an
added precaution.
There
are mixed
emotions from the faculty and
students regarding the program.
Dr. Richard Shillea, Professor of
Music and Orchestra Conductor
said, "Students are having a
problem because upperclass
students can't get into the building
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and not all professors have cards.
The program should have beer
thought out more thoroughly."
Adam Kelley'95, an RA
in Campion, said students find it
difficult because they don't always
carry their ID's. However, he
thinks it is a good idea. "Student-'
will come to realize that we do
have a security problem."
Lora Martinez, '97, of
Jogues 3 doesn't think it is going
to help because "the dorms are too
easy to get into anyway. They
don't lock all the way after you
shut them - they lock 30 seconds
later."
However,
Tricia
Dawson, a senior RA in Jogues
Hall thinks the step up in security
is a good idea. "The main thing is
that Security raises such an
awareness."
^

Basketball ||
Begins
^
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Campus Beat
Jennifer Luongo
News Editor
* Security has increased its patrols this week because of last Saturday's incident in Jogues Hall,
when two female students spotted a man in the women's bathroom, allegedly taking photographs. In
addition, effective last weekend, all residence halls will be locked twenty-four hours a day. Students will
need to carry their ID cards with them at all times.

Cheers

* A student reported the theft of a wallet from a room in Campion Hall last Thursday. The room
had been left unlocked at the time of the theft.
* A car radio was stolen out of a car in the Jogues parking lot on Saturday. It has not been
recovered, but Security is investigating.
* Security received a report of arson on Saturday at 6:30am from Dolan Hall. Someone set fire
to papers hanging on two doors. A similar incident occurred two weeks ago in Kostka Hall. And, Henry
Stevens, the University Fire Marshall, said that ten different incidents of this kind have occurred on
campus recently. According to Stevens, starting tomorrow, no papers or posters will be allowed on doors
or walls in the residence halls, as a temporary measure.
* Security arrested a person who was picking up cans from the dumpster by Campion Hall. This
person had already received a Criminal Trespass Warning from Security last May.
* On Sunday, Security issued a Criminal Trespass Warning to a man that was seen harassing
women in Nyselius Library last week. The Fairfield Police are involved because Fairfield High School
students reported seeing this man following people at the local library. The man denied the incident.
* Any student having problems with their code access card for the residence halls can dial #999
at the guest panels of the residence halls between the hours of 1 and 5pm, Monday through Friday for
assistance. Students can also call Technology Services at ext. 4009.

Campus Crier
On December 1 & 2, Fairfield University will be hosting the
AIDS Quilt. The Quilt will be displayed in the Oak Room throughout
these two days.
i

FUS A and Connecticut Gas are sponsoring a coat collection
for the needy of this area until November 30. Anyone wishing to
donate clean coats in good condition can bring them to the boxes at the
following locations: The Information Desk at the Campus Center,
outside the business office in Donnarumma Hall, the second floor
lounge in Bannow, and outside the Nursing office on the first floor of
the School of Nursing.
$500 Scholarships are available for Seniors from the Class of '83 for the spring semester.
Applications are available at Alumni House. The deadline to complete the applications is December 3.
FUSA films presents "Snow White," this weekend in the Gonzaga Auditorium. Showings are
Friday and Saturday at 8pm and Sunday at 7 and 9:30pm. Admission is $2.

A

Classifieds
Free Trips And Money!! Individual and Student Organizations wanted to promote the Hottest
Spring Break Destinations, call the nation's leader. Inter-Campus Programs. 1-800-327-6013.
Tutors Needed: The Peer Tutorial Program is in need of tutors in the following subjects:
Introduction to Information Systems, Biology, Intermediate French, Abstract Algebra, Finite
Math(individual and group), Chemistry(Organic and Inorganic), Finance, Intermediate Economics,
Experimental Psychology Lab. Please come to Dolan 214, Student Support Services for more
information. Tutors must have a quality point ratio of at least 3.0 and a recommendation from a professor.
Free Trips And Cash! Call us and find out how hundreds of students are already earning FREE
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America's #1 Spring Break Company! Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, Panama, Daytona, or Padre! CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL. (800) 328SAVE or (617) 424-8222.
Cruise Jobs: Students Needed! Earn up to $2000+/mo. working for Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World Travel. Summer and Full-time employment available. No experience necessary. For
more information call: (206) 634-0468 ext. C5084.
Spring Break: 7 nights from $299 Includes: Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More! Nassau
* Paradise Island * Cancun * Jamaica * San Juan * Organize a small group- earn free trip plus
commissions! 1-800-GET-SUN-I.
Beach Spring Break Promoter: small or larger groups. Yours FREE, discounted or CASH.
CallCMI 1-800-423-5264.
Phone Hassels?? GET A VOICE MAIL BOX! $8.95 per month. Call 1-800-331-0585.
Travel Abroad and Work! Make up to $2000-$4000/mo. teaching basic conversational
English abroad. Japan, Taiwan, & S. Korea. Many employers provide room and board + other benefits.
No teaching background or Asian languages required! For info, call: (206) 632-1146 ext. J5084.

..to Thanksgiving next week..to
Notre Dame..to Loyola 1 babes..to
the TEAM..to shoulders to cry
on..to sharing special places with
special friends..to hydroplaning
around the track.to the voter
mobile, .to the little notes that make
myday..to beautiful sunsets..to
being a P.S..to Jane Jetson..to
having a phone fixed..to Loyola
fish..to the new R.A. couple..to
the D4 RA - study breaks rule!! ..to
the JG4 RA — love our
Tuesdays..to the KS/CL staff —
we rule..to the angel on JG 3..to
the upcoming 194 nites..to the
ladies of TH 123 and Wednesday
night TV parties..to gossiping with
an old friend at The Last CalLto
Regis l..to Seinfeld..to the
Hightidc.to the Shaven Yak..to
Secret Angels..to a visit horncto
the Swimming + Diving Team..to
a home meet..to all the things
learned at TH 18's "I Never"..to
visitors from PA..the shopping
trip, even if it wasn't totally
successful..to the former ladies of
Dolan West..to the ladies of Dolan
4..to the "crew" - sorry I missed
Friday's GH..to Dolan Staff
Sunday Matinees..to the Ladies
of Elegance..to TH 132..to
Monday night mass at Frozen
Yogurt before hand..to visitors
from home...to the upcoming long
weekend - thank you Mr. Turkey.,
to Battle of the Bands..to the Naut
at the Loud Housc.to visiting a
friend at TH 115..to crying at
movies..to amaretto and vodka
from St. Thomas..to the new
Subaru..to getting a key..to the
owner of that new car. .to hugs and
kisses..to notes in my mailboxthank you !..to unconditional
support and caring..to sleeping
in..to taking naps..to awesome
cards in your mailbox..to getting
a red rose..to the Fonz..to toilet
paper necklaces..to daylight..to
rubble rubble..to the Turkish
prison..to brothers..to leaving with
a beer..to not losing rings this
timc.to the Big Polc.to beruit
and relaxation at TH 17..to cross
country finally over..to turnpike
man and Sbarro..to falling in a
bush in front of a policeman..to
naked runs..to TH 122 and TH
116..to pretzels, delicious
pretzels..to wheat pretzels..to
Yadda, Yadda, Yadda and Bring
on the Shark..

Boos
..to tests..to diets..to 2papers in
1 day..to the first selectwoman
wanna be..to grease fires at TH
124..to fighting with friends..to
homework..to
NAFTA
papers..to the 595 nights bus
drivers..to terrible lottery
numbers..toex-boyfriends who
don't understand what "ex"
means - get over it..to only 1 of
the 3 of us getting a dress on
Friday but I'm glad it was
me!..to
losing bets..to
roommates in my hall
fighting..to HELL WEEK.to
girls who pee in beds at the
beach...to three days of
silence..to sticking your foot in
your mouth..to $80,000 down
the tube..to second place..to
missing your roommate..to
ruining the moment..to
sophomore girls who lead
senior guys on..to guido
bouncers at 595 and their
foreign friend..to locked
doors..to tripping..to not
remembering, .to
sophomores..to not finding your
barf bag..to ugly shoes..to being
in a van for half the weekend..to
so called friends who try to
steal your beach house for next
year..to possessive guys and
guys without a clue, .to girls who
dis guys after one datc.to guys
who blow off girls on their
birthday..to stress..to taking
phone messages..to "excuse me,
are you post-modern?"..to
finding a dead rat under your
couch..to smelly feet..to "my
buddy"..to a knife sticking out
of
your
mattress..to
registration..to not getting any
of the classes you want.to being
sick..to incompetence at Pizza
Hut..to rude people..to biased
Jesuits..to dwindling bank
accounts, .to boredom, .to people
who wait three days to return a
phone call..to cars breaking
down at the most inconvenient
times..to people who annoy you
to no ex tent..to lack of sleep
and no end in sight..to making
resumes and having to find a
job..to weird cab drivers..to
empty gas tanks..to bad
dreams..to people you can't
depend on..to being russled out
of a sound sleep by the
telephone..to people who are
fake..

Attention: Submit All
Cheers and Boos to Box
AA or to the Mirror
Office on Gonzaga
Ground by Sunday!
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Audley
Seeks Better
University
Relations
With Town
David Harris
Staff Writer
The winds of political
change swept through Fairfield
and with it has arrived Paul
Audley, Fairfield's new First
Selectman. The town of Fairfield
should be the model for political
stability. Since 1959 only two
people have held Fairfield's
highest political office.
John Sullivan's tenure
lasted 24 years and Jacquelyn
Durrell served the last ten In a
brief interview Mr. Audley
stressed the importance of
Fairfield University to the
community and a willingness to
better relations down at the
beach.
Mr. Audley wishes "to
borrow the talents of students
and professors" in making
Fairfield a more attractive
community. He mentioned the
Quick Center as an excellent
example of how Fairfield
residents can take advantage of
what is happening on campus
and he also hopes that more
people will attend athletic events
which will "strengthen the bond
between the University and the
town."
Mr. Audley is also
looking for students to help with
the drug and alcohol problem
among Fairfield's youth.
"Fairfield has a high ratio of
drug and alcohol use by young
people and I'm looking for
students to get involved."
Mr. Audley feels that
there is a lack of youth activities
in the town and hopes students
will get involved to rectify the
problem. These new programs
will provide new experiences for
the kids as well as positive role
models.
The beach however is
a different story. "The problem
will never be resolved," he flatly
stated, "but there are things
which can be done to improve
the situation."
He wishes for the
University to take a more active
role in the Beach residents
behavior. He also wants to
improve the Beach Patrol and
increase
communication
between students and their
neighbors. "I want a coordinated
effort between the" landlords,
students, the school, and the full
time residents to improve things
down there, and I certainly think
we can."
With the election of
Fairfield students to the RTM
First Selectman Audley sees and
supports the involvement of
Fairfield students and staff. "I
would clearly say that the
University of Fairfield is »a
positive asset to the town of
Fairfield.
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University Elects Former Baseball
Commissioner As New Trustee
Jennifer Luongo
News Editor
Fairfield University
has announced the election of
Fay
Vincent,
former
commissioner of baseball, as one
of five new trustees of the
university. In a recent phone
interview, Vincent said, "I'm
very supportive of Jesuit
education and Father Kelley."
Vincent has known of
Fairfield University since 1957
when he attended summer
school here as an undergraduate.
Years later, in New York, he
met Father Aloysius P. Kelley,
S.J., president of the university.
Vincent, originally from
Waterbury,
Connecticut,
received a B.A. from Williams
College in Massachusetts and a
law degree from Yale
University.
He later became
executive Vice President of the
Coca-Cola Company, chairman
and president of Columbia
Pictures, and associate director
of the Division of Corporate
Finance for the Securities and
Exchange
Commission.

Francis (Fay) Vincent.
However, Vincent is most well
known for his term as
commissioner of baseball from
1989 to 1992.
As a trustee, Vincent
will be a member of the Academic
Affairs Committee, which does
not usually meet with students.

CIGNA CORPORATION
INFORMATION SESSION
LIFE ACTUARIES DISCUSSING ACTURARIAL
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
MEMBERS OF ALL CLASSES ARE WELCOME!
DATE:MONDAY, NOVEMBER 22,1993
TIME: 5 p.m.- 6:30 p.m.
PLACE: DOLAN COMMONS, LOWER LEVEL 4
DRESS: CASUAL

Hansen's
Flower Shop
And Greenhouses, Inc.

photo: PR
When asked whether he will come
to campus and meet with students,
Vincent said, "I haven't been
invited yet, but I'll do what I'm
asked to do."
Vincent will, however, be
on campus for the next meeting of
the trustees in December. The

committees meet in October,
December, March and May of
each year. The new trustees have
joined the board for three year
terms. Along with university
administrators, they will work
on details for a five-year long
range plan that will include
computerization of the campus,
computerizing and expanding
library holdings, continued
diversification of students and
faculty, and expanding financial
aid for students with need.
A member of the bar in
Connecticut, New York, and
Washington D.C., Vincent is
also a trustee of Williams
College and Carlton College.
Also elected as trustees are
George F. Keane, president
emeritus and senior investment
advisor for the Common Fund,
Maive F. Scully, chief financial
officer of the Transportation and
Industrial Banking Corp., the
Reverend Kenneth J. Boiler,
S.J., president of Xavier High
School in New York City, and
the Reverend Gregory C.
Chisholm, assistant professor of
mechanical engineering at the
University of Detroit/Mercy.

—CI&NA C6RP6RATI6N
INFORMATION SESSION
DISCUSSING VARIOUS CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE TRAINEE
ASSISTANT UNDERWRITER
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS UNDERWRITER
MEMBERS OF ALL CLASSES ARE WELCOME!
DATE:MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29,1993
TIME: 5:00 p.m.- 6:30 p.m.
PLACE: DOLAN COMMONS, LOWER LEVEL 4
DRESS: CASUAL REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
366-3133
585 Villa Ave.
Ffld., 06430

WOBKS sun tan studio
HAIR WORKS UNISEX HAIR SALON
576-1405
(ACROSS FROM THE CAR WASH 2nd FLOOR) Tyla 8. Bill Stephens

345 Reef Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
255-0461 •

# EXCITING NEW#°

ART SETS

FOR BEGINNERS, ADVANCED,
CHILDREN, EVERYONE.
O
o 15% OFF WITH THIS AD

o

n

v

PERFECT HOLIDAY GIFTS
AT

MAtfs

$

art supplies

68 Post Road East • Westport. CT 06880

KEEP THAT SUMMER TAN

<sV£8fr*
CI1ILLYBE1R
1484Paft &L, FairfkU 255-5517
T-SHIRTS, TAPESTRIES, TIE-DYES, STICKERS,
POSTERS, INCENSE, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS,
JEWELRY... AND MUCH MORE!!!

0

O

226-0716

hi«~\/JmMi

... we are now an official ticket
outlet serving the tri-state area!

... and remember, we also do CUSTOM
SILKSCREENING for your team, club, event etc.

-•». V *y e -

r
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'The American
Pragmatists'
Win Battle of the
Bands

The Fairfield Mirror

The Fairfield University Glee Club
and Chamber Singers
will be presenting their annual
GLEE CLUB CHRISTMAS CONCERT
"FANFARES, HALLELUJAHS, AND GLORIAS"
on
Friday, December 3 at 8:00 PM
and
Saturday, December 4 at 2:00 PM

The American Pragmatists rock the Oak Room.

Tickets available through the Quick Center Box Office

photo: K. Guterl

The American Pragmatists claimed first place
honors at Saturday's Battle of the Bands in the Oak
Room. The band, Tom Habetz(lead vocals and guitar), Ted Harrison(drums), Joe Daley(bass) and
Lysbeth Guillorn(guitar), performed five original
songs.
The band won $200 for their performance. Of
the other nine bands that competed Saturday night,
the second place spot went to Naked in the Nude,
while Huh? took third.

$5.00 Adults

PIZZAWORKS
WESTVILLE
• FAIRFIELD •
397-2400
255-0303
STRATFORD
HAMDEN
378-4780
230-1666

FAST FREE DELIVERY FOR
YOUR DORM

255-0303
DELIVERY
(LIMITED AREAS)

PARTY DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE

GRINDERS

PIZZA

$3.00 Students

BUY 5 GET 1 FREE

Meatball
_
4.00
„
4.00
SI «ALL
LARGE Sausage
4.25
..6.25..
9.00 Meatball & Sausage
Mozzarella
4.25
10.25 Eggplant Parmigiana
Extra Mozzarella
7.25..
Buffao Wings
12pc
4.25
..7.25..
10.25 Chicken Parmigiana
Sausage
24pc
Saiami
&
Cheese
4.00
..7.25..
Pepperoni
10.25
4.25
36pc
Meatballs
„
..7.25..
10.25 Cotacut Combe
4.00
..7.25..
Peppers
10.25 Ham & Cheese
Hot Soup
sm
4.25
..7.25..
10.25 Tuna
Ig
50
11.00 Extra Cheese
..7.75..
Bacon
Chocolate Cake
All
cold
grinder*
inciuoe
cheeme,
lettuce,
Clams
_
..7.75.. „ 11.00
Cheesecake
tomato & onions
10.25
..7.25..
Fresh Garlic
All price* include tax
10.25
Ofeves
..7.25..
..7.25..
10.25
Eggplant
_
Mushrooms
..7.25..
10.25
Coke, Sprite, Sunldst, Diet
..7.25..
10.25
Can
:1
Hot Cherry Peppers .
..7.25..
10.25
2 Liter
10.25 Spaghetti or 26 with sauce
..7.25..
4.75
12.70 Spaghetti or Zit with meatballs
3 Cheese
.-.
..9.15..
5.50 Coffee, Tea, Hot Coco
(Ffccotta, Grated, Mozzarella)
Spaghetti or 2ti with sausage
5.50 Milk and ice Tea
.7.25.. , 10.25 Spaghetti or ZID with meat sauce
5.50
10.25 Spaghetti or Ziti with mushrooms
..7.25..
6.50
10.25 Lasagna
Spinach ,,
..7.25
6.75
..8.60..
11.85 Slutted Shells
6.50 [
(Broccoli, Grated Cheese,
Manicotti
_
6.50
Siced Tomato, Garlic)
Baked Ziti
5.50
2hems... .
11.50 Eggplant Parmigiana with spaghetti or ziti ...5.75
..8.25..
925
12.75 Chicken Parmigiana with spaghetti or ziti
8.75
(Not including Specialty hems)
All Dinners include Salad A Bread

NEW EXTRAS

SODA

DINNERS

4.95
8.95
12.95
1.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

f LATE NIGHT SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE PIZZA
I FOR THE PRICE OF A SMALL
VALID AFTER 9 P.M. ONLY

I
I
I
Coke
r& I
2.50
1.00
1.25

rrr*!?!?
ox>r A T"T
FREE SMALL

CHEESE PIZZA
With The Purchase Of Any Large
Pizza With One Or More Topping
Cannot Be Combined With Any Other Offer Or
Coupon With Thit Coupon

"ONELARGE"
CHEESE PIZZA

NEW HOURS
OR YOU, FAIRFIELD
MONDAY-THURSDAY
11:00 AM-12:00PM

$7.00
Cannot Be Combined With Any Other
Offer Or Coupon

•

Pirea Works

1 2.00. ..15.75

(Sausage. Pepperoni,
Meatballs, Bacon, Peppers,
Onions, Mushrooms)

EXTRAS

JUMBO CALZONES
Ricotta & Mozzarella
Broccoli Ricotta & Mozzarella
Spinach Ricotta & Mozzarella
Ham Ricotta & Mozzarella
Meatball & Mozzarella
Mushroom & Mozzarella
Sausage & Mozzarella
Pepperoni & Mozzarella
Bacon & Mozzarella
_
Eggplant & Mozzarella
Extra Item
Sauce on the side
_

6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
7.00
6.50
1.00
50

Small Salad
AnBpasto
Large Salad

Chips
Side ot Meatballs
Side of Sausage
Garlic Bread
Garlic Bread with Cheese

"TWOLARGE"
CHEESE PIZZA

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
11:00 AM-1:00PM
„

$13.00

1.60
5.50
„....4.25

55
1.50
_... 1.90
_ 1 00
— 1.75

SUNDAY
11:00 AM-11:00PM
•

TAKE OUT SERVICE
•

255-0303

DOUGH MADE FRESH
DAILY

Cannot Be Combined With Any Other
Offer Or Coupon

r

$IOO"OFF"ANY"
LARGE PIZZA
PICK-UP ONLY
Cannot Be Combined Witb Any Other
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The Spirit
of
Thanksgiving
Sherry Gilbert
Staff Writer
Thanksgiving is the
holiday that marks the end of
autumn and the beginning of
the Christmas shopping season.
It is the holiday celebrated with
family, turkey, football, and
decorations of pilgrims and
pumpkins. It is a holiday that
gives us a few days off from
school or work. Yet, do we
really know what Thanksgiving
actually means?
The
name
Thanksgiving is. made up of
two very important words
"thanks" and "giving." Many
believe that Thanksgiving then
means the giving of thanks.
However, the true meaning
behind Thanksgiving is not only
thanking God for all our
blessings, but it also means the
giving tot hose less fortunate.
Often, though, we
forget how fortunate we are,
and after a stressful day or a
night out, we hear ourselves
demanding at times, we must
realize how extremely lucky we
are to be here. And even if we
haven't found that significant
other yet we are not alone for
most of us are fortunate enough
to have friends and family and
all of us have God. Everyday

look for the positive aspects in
your life and the beauty that
surrounds us. Whether it is
appreciation of a deep sapphire
blue sky alit with sparkling
stars, a smile from another
human, the sound of birds
chirping, or hearing your
favorite song on the radio, we
must then be fulfilling one part
of the Thanksgiving holiday.
The other part of
Thanksgiving is giving, and as
we stuff our faces with turkey
and pumpkin pie this
Thanksgiving we must not
forget this. We live in a world
that is in need of people willing
to give our time and talent to
help make the world a better
place.
Celebrate this
Thanksgiving by volunteering
at a local soup kitchen, by
visiting the elderly, or by
making cookies for the shelter.
Do
something
this
Thanksgiving to bring a smile
to another person's face and to
let someone know that they are
not alone in the world.
So, as you celebrate
Thanksgiving and everyday of
your life give thanks for all that
you have, and try to find ways
to give something in return to
those in need. Then you will
truly be living in the spirit
Thanksgiving.

Print Exhibition in
Lukacs Gallery
Thomas Gegeny
Staff Writer
Perhaps one of the
most significant exhibitions
ever to arrive at Fairfield
University is presently being
shown at the Lukacs Gallery
in Loyola Hall. The show is
entitle, "Historical Prints from
Connecticut College," and
features work by Albrecht
Durer, Rembrandt van Rijn,
William Blake, and Paul
Cadmus - just to name a few.
"The prints selected for this
exhibition were chosen as
representative of different
intaglio processes employed
by artists during the last 500
years, " states the guest
curator, Tim McDowell, of
Connecticut College, in New
London. The term intaglio
refers to numerous printing
plates - engraving, etching,
drypoint, etc. The amazing
aspect of these prints is that
they maintain themselves as

primary
examples
of
techniques still used to this day
despite the fact that some were
created in the 1500's.
The exhibition will
run from November 15 through
December 3,1993. The Lukacs
Gallery is open Monday
through Friday, or by special
appointment. The Fine Arts
department would like to give
special thanks to Cafe Tazza
and the Chocolate Shoppe of
Fairfield for their generous
catering of the gallery openings.
For further information please
contact professors Jane
Sutherland or Jo Yarrington at
Fairfield University, 254-4000.
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Writing Center Peer Tutors:
A Resource to Consider
Shelagh Scollin
Staff Writer
Have you ever gotten
a paper back and wished you
had seen the suggestions before
the paper was graded, rather
than after? Or maybe you wrote
an essay that seemed perfectly
clear, only to find that your
teacher didn't agree. If you have
found yourself in this position,
you might consider a
conference with a peer tutor at
the Writing Center.
Peer tutors can work
with students at any stage of an
assignment, helping to
brainstorm, formulate thesis
statements, create an outline,
or revise drafts of papers.
Consulting with them can be an
intermediate step between
proofreading one' own essay
and handing it in to be graded.
The services offered
by peer tutors complement the
help professors are able to
provide. As tutor Jen Musillo
said, "Students find that by
working with peer tutors, they
can get the perspective of
someone their own age. There
is no judgment, because tutors
understand writing problems
from a student's point of view."

Tutors have been in the same
situation—perhaps even the
same class—more recently, and
remember having similar
questions and learning
experiences.
In addition to the
knowledge gained from
experience, peer tutors have
additional skills to offer. They
take a required course, Writing
Center Tutor Training, which is
offered in the fall. This course
teaches the tutor what to look
for when helping a student with
revisions, as well as how to make
sure the student is actually
conveying the ideas he or she
means to convey. The following
semester the tutor participates
in a supervised internship in the
Writing Center, and it is not
until the next school year that
an intern becomes a full-fledged
tutor.
Tutors are best able to
help students who allow enough
time for more than one
conference. Often, one hour is
not enough time to revise the
whole paper, checking for
clarity as well as ensuring that it
is error-free. Even for students
who do not have time for two
appointments, though, peer
tutors can be of assistance. For

those who tend to procrastinate,
making an appointment at the
Writing Center can be the perfect
way to ensure that the paperor at least a draft of it—is
finished a few days before it is
actually due in class.
Another possibility
involving peer tutors is for a
student to meet regularly with
the same tutor, to work on
whatever writing assignments
are coming up, or just to practice
writing skills. Help is not
restricted to English classes; in
fact, tutors can provide
assistance with any paper for
any class. The tutor does not
need to be familiar with the
subject matter being discussed.
He or she can help the writer
present the topic clearly as long
as the writer is clear about what
is being said.
Whether you need a
lot of help with a writing
assignment or just a little,
Writing Center peer tutors can
be a valuable resource.
Appointments can be made by
calling extension 2214. or
stopping be Donnarumma 130
and talking to Mrs. Elise Martin.
The Writing Center is located in
Donnarumma 255.

A Senior's Perspective on
Change
Brian Carroll
Staff Writer
Change. The word
makes us shiver. Most people
will do almost anything to avoid
the effects that a change brings
into one's life. Why do people
fear change so much? Many
theories exist, but one that
seems to be quite logical is that
it threatens our stability and
sense of security. A routine
brings a familiar sequence of
events into our lives: one that
we go through day after day
and come to expect for the next
day. Suddenly, something
comes along to break up that
routine and it sends us into a
panic; we do not know what to
do. Whether it is the break up
of a long standing relationship,
the loss of a good friend, a
death in the family, or a change
in residence, it brings a sense
of urgency, confusion and
panic. I am no stranger to these
four examples and neither is
the majority of the university,
students and faculty alike! But
since I have directly
experienced 3 of the 4 changes
mentioned above, it is realiy
made me ponder the concept of
change in my life and the
positive
and
negative
ramifications on one's life. The
biggest change for most of us
was that first day on campus as
freshmen. Oh, the excitement.

then oh what heartache! The
typical routine of the average
18 year old changed so fast it
made our heads spin! No one
telling us what or when to eat,
study or sleep. It was a total
and complete free for all! It
was fun at first, but we began to
miss the structure and routine
at home. For the better part of
18 years, we came home from
school at 3:00 or so, got a snack,
visited some neighborhood
friends, then mom and or dad
got home around 6:00, ate
dinner, did some homework,
watched some TV or talked on
the phone, and then got to bed
so as to be ready for the next
day.
This was repeated day
after day, year after year, for
the better part of 18 years and
nowAve were in a dormitory,
did not know anyone, and went
to class for only 3 hours a day.
This led to plenty of freedom
that we were not used to. But
he change was too dramatic for
most and a teary eyed phone
call was made to mom and dad.
Eventually as months went on,
we adjusted to these changes,
even getting to like them so
much that going home was
weird that first summer; almost
like any other change! Now,
we can't imagine life any
different, but us seniors have a
big surprise awaiting us in '94!
This scenario is

typical of what change does to
one's emotions. At first, the
confusion resulting from the
change runs rampant: we are
visibly nervous and edgy; our
minds
analyzing
and
reanalyzing the sequence of
events that led up to the
particular change. What could
I have dine differently to avoid
the change? Was I wrong? How
can I go back? Then feelings of
denial of the change take over.
We fondly think about the times
before the change and daydream
of those times. Eventually we
channel these emotions outward
by talking to others and
especially others who have
experienced the same change.
This is the first step in the healing
process. As we get the emotions
out, wee being to feel better and
look ahead to the "new routine"/
routine. This may take awhile
and involve some steps
backwards, but eventually we
regain our footing and begin to
move onward. Eventually we
see the possible aspects of the
change and realize that we've
grown and learned from the
experience and that things will
be looking up. We then settle
into the new routine and await
the next change knowing that
we will be stronger and more
willing to confront the next
change with a renewed vigor
whatever and whenever it may
be.
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Students Boomerang
Home
CPS- A surprise is waiting in
store for thousands of college
students after they gradutate instaed of getting that job they
dream about and setting up their
own apartment, many find
themselves returning home to
live.
The members of
Generatuib X have a new tag:
the boomerangers.
Many factors play
into this scenario, say two
Florida State University
professors, that are forcing
graduating college students to
return to the nest. A weak job
market andlow-paying jobs are
amon the causes forcing
graduates to rethink priorities
and goals and perhaps come to
a conclusion that it's tim to
pack up and move back with
mom or dad. Or move in with
mom. Ordad. Ormomandher
boyfriend. Or dad and his
companion.
"There's nothing
illogical about it, to kind of live
off your parents for a while,"
said D. Ray Bardill, dean of
FSU's School of Social Work.
"You're grown, so you can do
your own thing. Many families
don't find a problem with this
at all. Parents inherently want
their children to do well. Why
should the parents live well
and see their children do
without?
It is estimated that a
substantial portion - some
estimates range up to40 percent
- of the 19 million adults
between the ages of 18 and 34
live at home with one or both
of their parents. There are no
studies that indicate the number
ofrecent college graduates who
have returnedhome, but Bardill
and Nicholas Mazza, who also
teaches in the School of Social
Work, believe the number is
high.
Bardill theorizes that
the adolescent period of human
developments whichparental
dependency is a strong factor,
is expanding chronologically.
"It's a modeling kind of
message that can be unhealthy.
," he said. "We as a culture
have extended adolescence
until around 28. That's
unfortunate. What we're
creating is a dependent
society."
What
the
boomerangers are looking for,
Bardill theorizes, is an instant
material gratification that is
nearly impossible for most
recent graduates to obtain.
"Our society brainwashes us
through a barrage of adds that
we're failures if we don't keep
up with the Joneses and buy the
newest and most improved
commodities
in
the
marketplace," Bardill said.
"Our materialistic mindset
begins as very young children
and intensifies as we enter
adulthood." This, combined
with the fact that the job market

is fairly tight right now and is
going
through
some
fundamental
structural
changes,is forcingyoung adults
to make the decision to move
home for a while.
There can be several
attendant problems involved in
this, said Mazza, including the
fact that students have been
living as independent beings,
and returning home can put a
crimp in their style. Conversely,
their parents may not have been
static in their personal growth
since Junior left for college, so
they may have some big
adjustementstomake,too. This
can include divorce, entering
new relationships or a new
marriage.
"For the college student
returning home, the critical
issue is readjustment," Mazza
said. "You have a young adult
returning home, so perhaps
from the students perspective
there may be some tendency
for the parents to be more
involved than he or she would
find necessary. Clearly
returning home from thecollfige
student's perspective can be a
sense of disappointment and
failure, so while the practicality
says they may need to return
home, emotionally this could
be devastating."
The situation doesn't
necessarily have to be all bad,
he said. "It has the potential to
be healthy or unhealthy
depending
on
the
circumstances. It can be a
temporary solution and still
move forward and maintain
some element of hope," Mazza
said. "It doesn't have to mean
that, T am indeed a failure' and
doesn't have to imply you're a
loser. As long as you can
maintain a positive sense of
direction of your life, it can be
healthy,"
What about a sense of
freedom and independence.and
such issues as staying out late
and maintaining your love life?
Bardill suggests that the young
adult and the parents work out
what both sides can live with,
but with the caveat that the
parents do rule the roost.
"Things must be worked out
for whatever fits for the family
and the young adult," he said.
"The minimum one would hope
is that they stay out of each
other's hair. But parents own
the home, so they can set the
rules.
Bardill said he got
interested in boomerangers
when he was asked to present a
paper recently at a national
conference on the future of the
American family. He said he
has always been professionally
interested in the developmental
stages of families, and has been
investigating the boomerang
stage, or as hecalls it, the model
of "sending them out and they
come back."

He said what he does
in education is studies how
this phenomenon occurs, and
whatfactors are involved. "It's
a cultural dynamic. It is the
imperatives of 'more,' driven
by the imperatives to have
more freedom," he said. "If
you want to get to the part to
speculate about, consider this:
A lot of parents don't feel good
about themselves, so they're
not willing to let go and let
their children grow up."
Theissueofreturning
home can begin on one level
such as economic needs and
quickly proceed into other
familial
,
issues.
"Boomerangers can't afford
new cars, big apartments or
homes in this economic era of
limited job opportunities,"
Bardill said. "So, they seek a
slice of their parents'
prosperity until they can afford
their accustomed way of life."
But there are other
hidden issues, too. "Theissues
are very deep. Deep down, the
graduates know they should
be on their own, but they
develop this attitude of, 'I'll
sacrifice this so I can buy this,"'
he said. "There's a price to
pay, but sometimes it's not
obvious. Anytime you set
yourself up for dependence,
you've sold yourself short."
Mazza said a
returning college student needs
to realize that he or she isn't
the only one who has changed
in the past four years. "The
adults are going through
changes and the way they relate
to each other. The children
can reactivate issues with the
parents," he said. "Returning
home may make the idea of
functioning independently
cloudy. The move back could
impair that sense of self. It
could affect community
relations,friendsorlovers. The
impact could be felt across
their whole world."
The move back home
need not be stressful or
damaging, both researchers
say. If it does become a
problem they suggest they
family seek counseling to get
to the roots of what strife is
occurring; it could be that the
parents want the young adult
to move out and don't know
how to ask. "It's important to
clarify the rules of the family
and what expectations are from
both sides," Mazza said. "It's
one of the struggles of life
hopefullly all involved are
equipped to handle."
Bardill noted the
issues of closeness and
distance and said, "We have
created a society in which the
dynamic of dependency is
gaining momentum, that
someone should take care of
me. They see it happening
with other people, so why not
me?"
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New Lectors
Inducted to Campus
Misnistry

Congratulations to the new Lectors who
were inducted on Sunday, November 14:
Beth Ann Schultz, Brian Kaspar, Greg Brown,
Katielyn Willis, Marie Baldino, Cathy Jablonski,
Teresa Walsh, Kathleen Lehane, Chris Garby,
Katherine Palamar, Ronald Vigliotta, Nicole
Rivard, Monica Sylvia, Denise Caruso, Hugh
Macken, Jeffrey Carthwright, Chrissy Hegarty,
Suzanne O'Brien, and Karen Jurzack.
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Letters to the Editor
Just When You Thought It Was Safe!

SBRA Thanks Halloween Particiapnts
Megan Harvist, the MIRROR'S managing
editor says, "My parents always comment about how
they feel safe about me being on a campus like
Fairfield. But since there have been so many
strangers wandering around the dorms, I realize that
not even Fairfield University is immune to crime."
Between last year's underwear thief and the
current peeper, students around campus are
beginning to wonder what makes Fairfield so
magnetic to perverts.
"I think the safety net is gone and that people
are starting to realize that crime can go on on this
campus too. Fairfield can have problems just like
any other campus." says News Editor Jen Luongo.
"I want to know why nobody peeped me!"
says Dana Felmlee, editor-in-chief.
"People are going to laugh at these perverts and
might be angry too, but the bottom line is that
you've got to cover your butt where ever you go
(pardon the puns)."
Luckily, security has been quick to respond
to the latest crime. But these incidents have raised
awareness in students that even though these crimes
have so far been relatively minor, more serious and
violent crimes such as rape and assault could occur
just as easily. You just never know.

To the Editor:
On behalf of SBRA, we
would like to say thank-you to all
of the student beach residents who
participated in the Halloween
Trick-or-Treat celebration at
Lantern Point. Your involvement
and enthusiasm contributed to the
fabulous outcome of this event.

Editor-in-Chief Dana Felmlee
Managing Editor Megan Harvist
News Editor Jennifer Luongo
Assistant News Editor Karen LoCurto
Sports Editor Brian Keegan
Features Editor Helen Shaw
Arts & Entertainment Editor Christine Folchi
Commentary Editor Jennifer Edwards
Assistant Commentary Editor Lou Spadaccini
Photography Editors Kevin Guterl and Jody
McMulien
Advertising Editor Renee Ladasky
Accountants Andrew Hayes and Nancy
Hochgesand
Typesetters Lyn Campanella and Christine Folchi
Circulation Manager Jim Sulzer
Office is located on Gonzaga Ground Floor, Fairfield
University.
Mailing Address: Box AA, North Benson Road,
Fairfield University, Fairfield, CT 06430.
Publication Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of
its readers. Letters to the Editor, announcements and independent articles may be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror
Office on the ground floor of Gonzaga Hall.
1) Letters must be relevant and timely. 2) Letters must
also be typewritten with a 20-65 margin, double spaced. 3)
Letters must be received by 3:00 PM Sunday for publication the
following Thursday. 4) Letters to the Editor must be signed.
Only with the expressed permission of the Mirror Editorial
Board will unsigned letters be published. 5) Letters which
contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
a face to face basis so that room can be reserved for more
general topics. 6) Letters must be free of personal attacks,
inaccurate factual material, and libel, and should also be free of
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submissions become property of the Fairfield Mirror. Under no circumstances does the Mirror guarantee publication of unsolicited submissions, and reserves the right to
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We hope that the success
of this event will promote more
ideas and planning for bigger event
in the future.
Bridget Reilly '94
SBRA
Amy Bongiovi '94
SBRA

League of Women Voters Clarifies Article
To the Editor:
In a recent issue of The
Mirror a statement was made that
must be corrected for your current
and future understanding of the
voting information process. The
League of Women Voters, which
is open to both men and women, is

non-partisan. It supports or
opposes issues, but never endorses
candidates or political parties.
This past October the
LWV was pleased to invite all
candidates for the RTM, including
the three candidates from Fairfield
University, to a Candidates Forum
to meet voters. This is part of our

annual voter service education
process.
We
encourage
participation in government, but
the league does not support
individual candidates.
M. Joyce Flynn
Voter Service- LWV

Student Criticizes Non-Voters
To the Editor:

The Fairfield Mirror

The success of the
celebration was proven by the
enjoyment and excitement of the
children as they "trick-or-treat"
from house to house.
We would also like to
thank Sgt. Pepperoni for their
generous donation of twenty pizza
pies. Through their contribution,
our celebration was complete.

The Fairfield University
Community should be extremely
proud...
Three students of our
community took the initiative to
secure nominations as Fairfield
Town RTM candidates and then
our community rallied around
these men and capitulated them
into winning the November 2,
1993 election by a tremendous
margin.
The outcome of this
election proved to be a stunning
upset to our vehement opposers
and an amazing victory for our
candidates and our community.
This victory could not have been
had without the 330 Fairfield
University Student and Faculty

votes. The Fairfield University
community should be extremely
proud...
Fairfield University is an
institution of about 3000 students.
It's startling to note that of these
3000 only 548 people were
registered voters in Fairfield
District 4 and of these 548 people
only 330 voted. If all of our 3000
students voted it would have been
an overwhelming display of
school unity, spirit, and social
concern. However, such as display
was not and is not a reality. Some
of the reasons for this reality are
respectable and some are pathetic.
The respectable reasons range
from wither the desire to vote in
one's home town elections to
living within a different district
(i.e., the beach area). The pathetic

reasons— rather, the pathetic
excuses are either that people
did not know that they could
register, they forgot to register,
and they did not care to vote.
Such apathy and disinterest is the
type of behavior which ruin our
community. It is exceedingly
unsettling to realize that this form
of apathy and disinterest has
overcome some of our students.
Furthermore, it is even more of
an outrage that the leader of our
community, the President of
FUSA, did not even register
and wholly support our
candidates.
The
Fairfield
University Community should
be extremely insulted...
Christina Donato, '95

AIDS Quilt Coordinators Thank Participants
To the Editor:
On November 30th,
Fairfield University's AIDS
Memorial Quilt Committee will
present the Quilt to the University
and surrounding community.
As this event is quickly
approaching the AIDS Quilt
Committee
opened
the
opportunity for community
members to work on personal
quilts to present on the opening
ceremony.
On Saturday November
13th, a quilting bee was held.
As this occasion required
lots of support, we would like to
extend our thanks to those

members of our University who
donated their time, materials and
support.
Their efforts contributed
to the successes of this program.
We would like to thank
the following groups and
individuals:
Campus Center Staff
Jim Fitzpatrick
FUSA
Beth Jenkins
Seller's Corporation
Fran Koerting
Theatre Fairfield
Dr. LoMonaco
Charles Blackwell
Elsi Lotufo

Barbara Buss
Rita Menal
Jan Buswell
Brian Torff
Professor Rizza
Joanne Choly
Gwen Vendley
Pat Darko
Tom Winston
Thank you for your
support and committment.

Happy Thanksgiving

Tricia Dawson '94
Jennifer Formica '94
Coordinators of the
AIDS Memorial
Quilting Bee
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The New York/ Midwest
Debate
What's so great about New York anyway?
Jennifer E. Edwards
Commentary Editor
I'll be honest. I am not fond of the Northeast. Aside
from the pretty foliage there isn't much attraction. It's
overcrowded, overpriced, and the people are generally rude.
Maybe I have worked in Westport too long or maybe even after
four years of being out here I still haven't seen the good parts.
I'm from the Midwest where people are nice are the
prices are reasonable. I don't think Fairfield County knows the
meaning of the word reasonable. Dinners here are either fast
food or entrees from $10 and up. There's no in-between.
Freshman year, I encountered a great number of people
from different spots in the Tri-State area (Which where I am
from means Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin.) One of the first
questions that I'd ask is "Where are you from?" and I'd get
responses in some awful accent like "The Island."
"What Island?" I asked.
"You know, the island."
"No, I don't know which island you are talking
about."
"Long Island. What are you new? By the way where
are you from?"
"Outside Chicago," I'd reply and then get looks like
where on earth is that. After all, I probably didn't have Amy
Fisher or Joey Buttafuoco from my town so it wasn't really cool.
"Why did you come so far to go to school? (As if I was
coming from California)"
"I don't know. Do you have any pop?" And then the
looks would really begin. I felt like I had three heads or a giant
wart on my nose.
"Pop, what's that? Oh„. You must mean pot. I am not
into that stuff."
"No pop, like Coke or Dr. Pepper," I'd try to explain.
"Oh, soda," they'd say and give me really weird looks
now like I had three giant warts on my nose and four heads.
." "Soda? Only hicks from Wisconsin say soda." I'd say.
• •.. "Whatever," They say and walk away.
The pop/soda debate doesn' t bother me as much as the
New York/Long Island attitude. A few weeks ago, I went to a
haunted house in White Plains. At one point during the show,
someone pulled out a chainsaw, dressed like the guy from The
Texas Chainsaw Massacre, Part 65. The guy ran around
futilely trying to scare people. The guy in front of me yelled in
another bad accent, "Yo. This is New York. Go back to Texas."
What's the big deal about New York? Should the rest
of the country live in fear of New York? I wish the Chainsaw
guy was really from Texas and pulled out a t-shirt that said
"Don't Mess With Texas". I never understood those bumper
stickers and t-shirts that said that. What's going to happen if I
mess with Texas? Will I get sent to New York?
My brother after he moved back to Chicago from New
York, still had New York plates on his car. As we are driving
to a family reunion, he tells me, "You got the New York plates
on the car so everyone already thinks you are a jerk- take
advantage of it."
There is a general notion in the rest of the country (The
49 other states) that New Yorkers are jerks and the rest of the
East Coast are snobs. Every time I go home for a visit, my uncle
will ask me, "So have you had enough of those East Coast snobs
yet, Jennie? Or have you become one of them?"
I came to the East Coast to go to school because I
wanted to see a different part of the country. I used to think the
Northeast was a picturesque place with beautiful autumns. It
has lived up to that expectation, but I didn't know I would
encounter the bad accents, and the snobbish attitudes that go
along with it. I am looking forward to going back to the
Heartland of America soon where men are men, women are
women, and sheep are sheep.

Commentary
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Apathetic Students Have No Basis for Criticism
Kurt Hackbarth
Staff Writer
I would like to
personally thank Rob Pisaniello
for logically explaining to all of
us the main reasons for student
apathy on campus:
Mark
Resnick's "power trip", the Tears
for Fears concert, and the Laser
Light Show. And to think, I
thought it had something to do
with students not caring to
participate in decisions that
directly affect them and then
complaining about the results
later. But no - it was the lasers that
somehow brainwashed our
motivated undergrads into sudden
and overwhelming apathy.
No wonder Resnick got
the show back - so he could then
go ahead and book his favorite
band for Alumni Hall, regardless
of the preferences of the student
body. Did I get this right? Just a
quick suggestion for you, Rob:
the next time you have a long shift
at the Quick Center, please make
sure you step outside a few times
and get some air.
Let's look at the charges
that have been raised. First Mr.
Pisaniello criticizes President
Resnick for being on a power trip,
and then suggest that he has the
gall to let his words "seep outward
into the ears of a larger audience"*
words that apparently have an
effect much like that of the sirens
in the Odyssey. Then whatever
shaky credibility he was standing
on falls out from underneath him

when he immediately reverses
himself and implies that, to
himself and many unspecified
"others", Resnick's words are
"meek". What a neat trick - to be
arrogant and humble at the same
time. Longobardi never had a
chance.
As if it weren't enough
that Resnick alternately turns off
half the student body for being too
high on himself and the other half
for not being high enough, it then
seems that he went ahead and
took "the easy way out" by
booking his and the FUSA
cabinet's favorite band without
taking a poll of the students first.
This kind of ludicrous accusation
can only come from someone who
does not participate enough in
student affairs and does not realize
how difficult it is not only to
schedule a quality band, but also
to set up for it and break it down
again afterwards. Difficult as it
may be to grasp, bands just do not
fall out of trees and then wander
on to campus mesmerized by its
New England beauty, and then
start fighting amongst themselves
to see who gets to give the concert
in the gym. There are just some
bands that will not come here
(probably some of those that
would be named in a poll), as has
been discussed before, because of
time conflicts, and/or the size of
the prospective crowd. These
obstacles remain in place no matter
how much you might choose to
charge students for tickets. By
the way, it is the job of the Student

Senate to approve funding
requests for concerts. Heard of
them, Rob?You can come to a
meeting if you like - 7:30 pm on
Wednesdays in the Mezz, or just
contact one of your ten Senators
and voice your opinions.
Of course, "The mere
fact that Tears for Fears comes to
Fairfield does not obligate each
and every student to attend the
show." This immature attitude
reflects completely the mindset
of somebody who wants the guy
in charge to do the work to act in
his best interests without any input
from him, then complains
afterwards when he does not get
what he wants.
Of course, all of
Resnick's decisions and actions
have not been perfect — if they
were it would be the second
coming - but his duties are not
aided by people who do not
support him in the least if they do
not get what they want down to
the letter. Funny- Tears for Fears
sold out completely at the
University of Connecticut, so that
means that there must be some
people who like them, or would
not mind having a good time and
going to listen to them, besides
the President and the Cabinet of
the Fairfield University Student
Association. If we want to "turn
our attention to 'why' this apathy
exists", we need go no further
than this childish backseat
quarterbacking that one hopefully
grows out of by their early teen
years.

Quotes of the Week
"I love you and the day you realize that is the day we're all okay.'"
—overheard at a townkouse party stated by an intoxicated male.
"There are certain things I don't put my thing in!"
—overheard in the physics lab.
"The stars are out tonight - let me show you ray Big Dipper."
- rumored to have been said while standing on the back porch
"Stop, drop and roll- under the bed."
- respsonse to the question of what to do in afire drill

It's Cool
Itfs Hot
It's the Fairfield Mirror
Get Involved!

"It's a matter of pleasure."
- a Senior on the virtues of group sex
"Moo, Moo. I want to buy a cow."
- a Senior obsessed with the Bovine species
Send your quotes of the week by Sunday night to the Mirror office, Gonzaga
{ground floor
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Letters to the Editor Continued
Student Responds to Diversity
To the Editor:

OtstnDuteo dY Tnouna Meaa S*nnces

Name that Story
He Thought Up A Lie and He Thought it up quick.
Hint: There's a Dog Max in the story

Let the Wild Rumpus Begin.
Hint: The supper is still hot

I would not, could not with a goat
Hint: It's about breakfast food

3»S»^
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10% OFF

4160ldStratfieldRd.
Fairfield, CT 06430

384-9333

WITH THIS
COUPON
CD's'CASSEnES'LP's

TO LOVE
FALL SPECIAL
Receive 20% OFF perm with cut
and style!

Complimentary gift bag
with special.
Tanning Packages Available
Walk-ins Welcome
HOURS: Tuesday & Thursday 900-8:00
Wednesday & Friday 9:00-5:00
Saturday
8:00-4:00

REDKEN
THE POWER BEHIND BEAUTIFUL HAIR™

When I picked up the
Mirror from November 4, I was
treated to two headlines:
VISITING SCHOLAR
SPEAKS ABOUT STRUGGLE
OF AFRICAN PEOPLE
—and—
STUDENTS
PROMOTE
CULTURAL
DIVERSITY.
I didn't get a chance to
hear Dr. Paris when he came, but
Caitlin Whelan gave a good
synopsis of what was said. The
second article by Karen LoCurto
focused on the AHANA week at
the Campus Center, and how the
different Black-, Hispanic-,
Oriental-, and Indian-groups had
each day to promote themselves
and their culture.
I thought it interesting
that two articles on the same topic
— minority acceptance— both
appeared on the front page of our
paper. I thought about it for a
moment and then questioned
myself on what the motives of all
these cultural-history groups were.
What are groups like AHANA,
and ASA, and SALSA trying to
accomplish by segregating
themselves to show how they are
different from EuropeanAmericans, us evil white guys?
What's the point? If you
wanf to promote face acceptance
you don't start showing how your
group is different and special from
everyone else. I find it curious

1
I

EXPIRES DEC. 9

Giant

3008 FAIRFIELD AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06605
203.367^111
MON-SAT 11-7 SUN: 12-5

submarines

lj^JOte(D©aHeritage Square

1700 Post Road - 259-7373
10% off w/student ID
(offer not valid w/other coupons)

0 Kedken Uboritwka. ho 1991. ft r%ht» iciaved

tSUBWRY*

1994 BSN
STUDENTS.

OF FAIRFIELD
BUY ONE GET ONE FOR

Filter the Air Force
immediately
after graduaW
mimedi
tion — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 OVA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.

Get a f ootlong sub or regular salad for just 99c when you buy another
footlong sub or regular salad of equal or greater value - and a 22 oz.
cup of soft drink.
Good at participating stores only.
Not good with any other offer. Good until 11/21/93

1996 Post Rd., Fairfield
254-0321
1900 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield
334-3336
HOURS—MON-SAT 10 AM TO MIDNIGHT
SUNDAY 10 AM-11 PM

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOIL FRET
1-800-423-USAF

that at a time, not yet a year past,
the Waco fiasco — they were
religiously different, yet everyone
in the media screamed for
Koresh's head on a Bible — that
we are so gung-ho on promoting
differences and separateness.
I think that kind of
philosophy is just crazy... but
that's exactly what groups are
doing by slicing themselves away
from everyone else to promote
themselves. By screaming
acceptance and me-minority-hearme-roar messages no one gains
acceptance, but in fact, most of
the time people get pushed away.
No one wants to be told what to do
— what to believe — and when
told they have to accept, have too
understand, have to learn ethnic
history (whether it be about
Malcolm the Tenth or Crazy
Horse, or Gloria Steinem), the
only thing gained is conflict,
resentment, and in the end,
stereotyping.
Look at the Spring
Handbook. Dozens of courses
devoted towards separateness—
so called "diversity". I'm
surprised that since this country is
still for now run primarily by white
men that there aren't courses on
chauvinism and sexism and whitesupremacy and all that nonsense.
I rather be part of a
collect group, one that doesn't
care if your black, yellow, tan, or
some zebra-combination thereof.
I don't stereotype people by what
they look like, nor> do I accept
people automatically just because
they have been supposedly
oppressed and I don't think 99%
of America does either.. .it doesn' t,
that is, until people start lumping
themselves into shelves, giving
themselves race-titles and
therefore stereotyping themselves
while they are supposedly trying
to gain acceptance.
If Idon'tlikeyouldon't
like you—and if you happen to be
a minority, that is incidental in my
opinion. People shouldn't HAVE
to accept anyone just because they
happened to be bom on the planet,
or bom a certain color, acceptance
and respect have to be earned,
they aren't automatic rights like
the right to breathe or to speak
freely (although that right is long
gone).
So, in conclusion, I
would like to say that while I
appreciate everyone's wanting to
be accepted, I don't think the way
to do it is through race-clubs,
because historically it's done
nothing except cause people pain.
Just look at Germany and
that big fun club they produced
fifty years ago...how was that for
race-awareness and diversity?
FredLaBlanc '96

Editor's Note: Letters
to the
editor are sometimes
cut due o length and not printed
on the week recieveddue to space
limitations. Please keep letters
to under 500 words and drop
them off at the Mirror office on
Gonzaga ground by Sunday
night.
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The Entertainment Industry's
Profession of Makeup Artistry
Christine Folchi
A&E Editor
Jack Engel, whose
profession is makeup artistry,
has done makeup for professions
ranging from television and
films to presidential candidates.
He started in his profession by
apprenticing for three years
under Dick Smith, who is one of
the more sought after makeup
artists of today. Smith's
specialty is horror and sciencefiction—one of his credits being
The Exorcist.
Engel feels that his first big assignment was doing Saturday Night Live. He was with the
original cast of SNL, from 1975 through 1979. Through his years with SNL, he became close friends
with Bill Murray, Dan Akroyd and John Belushi. So when Akroyd and Belushi left SNL in 1979, Engel
left also, to do the makeup for them in The Blues Brothers. He has maintained his friendship with
Akroyd, and still continues to do the makeup artistry for most of his movies, including Trading Places
and Spies Like Us.
Some of the daytime television programs he has worked on are: Another World, Guiding
Light, One Life to Live, and All My Children. The reason for working on these soaps, he said, is
because they are taped in NYC. Engel is a resident of a suburb of NYC, which is about an hour commute
from home.
He has done the makeup for many- presidential and political candidates, some of which he
mentioned were President Carter, Henry Kissinger, and Jean Kirkpatrick. He also has worked on various
other projects, some of which were the NBC Lighting of the Christmas Tree, and the Emmy Awards.
During a telephone interview, he said that his favorite job has been SNL, since it is so fastpaced, and especially because it is live. Recently, for the past four seasons, he has rejoined the crew of
SNL, and said his favorite cast members are Mike Myers and Dana Carvey.
Engel said most people are pleasant, and that he really enjoys his job. Sometimes it can get
difficult though, because not only does he need to please the producer and the director, but the person
he's apply ing the makeup to as well. His job has taken him all over the world, and he has worked on every
continent except Antarctica. His hectic schedule can take him to Norway one week, and the Moroccan
Desert the next week.
He commented that when our economy as a country is bad, his profession is in demand. He
credits this to the fact that when people are having difficulties, they look to television to escape their
problems. So the television industry needs to keep up with the public's demand for more programs, and
therefore his profession flourishes. No specific figures were mentioned, but he did say that the pay is
good.
Jack Engel's profession is one that is often overlooked by most of society when considering
the entertainment industry, but can be glamourous and exciting, and always interesting.
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Nightmare Before
Christmas
Laura White
Staff Writer
Have you ever wondered what would happen if Christmas
and Halloween were combined? I hadn't either, but it is with this
premise that Tim Burton (Beetle j nice. Edward Scissorhands) brings
us one of his most interesting films to date.
Our hero is Jack Skellington, the Pumpkin King. He's a
charming crooner who gets bored with his annual Halloween stunts
and decides to take Santa Claus' place on Christmas Eve. However, the
residents of Christmas Town did not understand Jack's idea of
Christmas, or appreciate his breach of tradition, and he must try to fix
things before Christmas.
The plot is fairy-tale simple, and very sweet, but that's not
what makes this movie worth the $6.75. Burton used claymation to
make this film, and the results are stunning: the skeletons are actually
cute, the movements are realistic and the scenic details are amazing.
Burton crammed each scene with comical characters, and even the
vampires in this film have an ironic sense of humor. Some of the songs
are sappy, but the skeleton, rag-doll and demons that sing them make
them worth listening to.
The songs and story of this film are simple enough for
children to understand, and there isn't any gore in the story—all of the
characters are as innocent as children. However, this film isn't for very
small children—the first fifteen minutes of this film would give the
four to seven year-olds I babysit for nightmares for weeks. The
claymation figures are realistic—this is sort of like a grown-up cartoon
(a ten-year-old could probably handle this film though).
However, for all of you who eagerly wait for the yearly flux
of Christmas specials on TV, or if you have a morbidly sweet sense of
humor, this film is definitely imaginative and funny enough to help you
through that long month between The Great Pumpkin, and When the
Grinch Stole Christmas.

The Forgotten Station: WVOF
The Voice of Fairfield U. Isn't Being Heard
WVOF Broadcaster
Contributing Writer
Did some of us forget
that we, at Fairfield University
have our own radio station, right
here on campus? I hope
not...because there's a lot going
on down at WVOF, 'The Voice of
Fairfield.'
Of course, there's the
usual programming from 9 am to
2 am every day, covering just
about every style and genre of
music possible. From rock to
alternative to metal to jazz to
classic rock, they run the gamut.
But there's more; a whole lot more
going on down there than many of
us realize.
First, there's the plethora
of new VOF members who are
currently being trained to be the
DJ's of tomorrow. At 65 (at last
count) new members had to attend
three informational meetings, with
topics ranging from EBS
(Emergency Broadcast System)
tests to music and program logs,
to the different departments within
WVOF. Next, the new members
are dubbed "interns" and become

W*\Ut
guests in a sense, on an FM show.
The point of this is so that they can
learn, hands on, how to operate
the equipment, etc.
When asked about the
FM
internship
program,
sophomore Chris Halliday said,
"It's fun because you know that
people are listening...it's the real
VOF." Partner Charlie Conley
said, "they're beat...I guess it
depends on what show you 're on."
All in all, most DJs said only good
things about the program.
Recently, in addition to
the FM internships, the new DJs
started on their AM shows. The
AM studio, located in Regis along
with the FM studio, only
broadcasts to the quad, making it
ideal for training. The new DJs do

either a two hour slot by
themselves or with a partner. They
will keep these slots until they get
an FM slot, either next semester
or next fall. When asked what he
thought about the AM shows,
Charlie Conley said, "It's a lot of
fun, but I've only done it once."
One student who is now a senior,
used to broadcast on AM his
freshmen year. "It was a lot of fun
to know that all of of the guys in
your dorm were listening to your
show...you get a chance to mouth
off publically and entertain
everyone for a few hours."
In addition to the hours
they spend on their air, all WVOF
members must do at least one
hour of work per week "behind
the scenes" at the station. This

includes auditioning new CDs
(there's a ton of them), working in
production of new material
(station IDs, etc.), and promoting
the station, just to mention a few.
This insures that there will be
something to do for everyone, that
actually might not be so much of
a chore. An anonymous WVOF
DJ said that he thought it was a
good idea. "With everything that
has to be done, we really need
everyone to help out. Also, with
so much to do, everyone will find
a department that they like."
Apparently, a lot of fun
is being had at WVOF this
semester. With such favorites as
"The Madam," and newcomers
like "O'Reilly" still on AM, the
programming at WVOF still runs
the gamut, and is sure to please
even the most "unpleasable"
listeners.
Stay
tuned
to
WVOF...there's a lot going on
down there. Give both the FM and
the AM a try (88.5 and 550,
respectively)... Whereelse can you
get any song you request, no
questions asked, even if it is two
in the morning? No where. And

the AM station promises to be
funnier than can imagine, with all
the new guys...yet I guarantee the
most excellent programming
across the board...
Also don't forget: I'm
not just a writer for WVOF, I'm
also a member.

Happy
Thanksgiving
from the
A&E
Section of
The
Mirror!
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Joy Luck Club is a Must-See
Jeaneen Terrio
Staff Writer

Based on the novel by
Amy Tan, The Joy Luck Club
illustrates the gap that divides four
Chinese immigrant mothers from
their American born daughters.
The movie begins with
a going away party for one of the
daughters who will be traveling to
Shanghai to see the twin sisters
she never met. The twins have not
been informed that their mother
has passed away, and expect that
she will be coming to meet them.
During the party, the
mothers relive different parts of
their lifetime, remembering all of
the hardships they had to
overcome to get where they are
now. Some of their experiences

include set marriages, marrying
an abusive man, and intentionally
drowning a baby.
We also learn of the
daughters' lives, and how it is
very hard for them to get approval
from their mothers on many things
that they do. The mothers still live
by tradition, and they believe that
their actions and words will only
help their daughters. Many times
it works out that neither the
mothers nor the daughters were
completely wrong, and they learn
from the differences they may
have.
As the film progresses,
it looks at women's roles, their
self-esteem, and the need to value
oneself even when other people
or society does not. Domestic
details, such as the scene in which

Theatres Around the Area
Trumbull Crown Cinemas
374-0462

one of the daughter's American
boyfriends displays inappropriate
table manners, help to portray the
differences between Chinese and
American culture.
Although the movie
seems to drag a little at the end, it
is definitely worth seeing. Some
critics argue that it is a "women's
movie," but from
my
observations, it seemed that both
males and females of all ages were
moved by the story. It is however,
a great movie for mothers and
daughters to see together because
of the realistic way the
relationships are portrayed. The
Joy Luck Club is more than an
ordinary plot, it is a touching story
of relationships that includes a
history lesson and an overview of
culture.

Most Recent
Video Releases
Sliver

Milford Showcase
878-5600

Free Willy
-Cliffhanger

Fairfield Community
255-6555

Lost in Yonkers

Westport Fine Arts
227-3324

Weekend at Bernie's
II

FUSA THIS WEEKENDSATURDAY NOVEMBER 20
HARVEY- THE PROFESSIONAL LUNATIC
8:00 PM IN THE OAK ROOM
$2.00 FOR STIDENTS

$5.00 FOR THE PUBLIC

IN THEGONZAGA THEATRE...
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Dazed
and

Confused

Davis Harris
Staff Writer

The seventies are
undergoing a revival and
nothing exemplifies this point
more than the new movie Dazed
and Confused, written and
directed by Richard Linklater.
The movie takes place
in rural suburbia on the last day
of school in 1976. Bell-bottoms
and bongs are everywhere,
along with floral print shirts.
Times have changed since those
mellow seventies when the
harshest consequence of casual
sex was pregnancy, and drug
rehab wasn't cool. The
teenagers of the seventies were
the grammar school kids of the
sixties, and according to this
movie they learned their lessons
well. If you find blatant drug
use offensive, watch another
movie.
The film itself is an
interesting andfunlook at youth
in the 'me' decade.
The movie is filled
with minor characters and has
little plot. You have the
character with the the muscle
car, the class stoner, the football
player with the long hair and
coral necklace, and the little
leaguer with long hair. The
women all have platform shoes
and jeans that need a vice grip

in order to zip them up.
This movie is not a
judgment film where all the
characters have amazing
revelations
about
the
shallowness of their attitudes,
and there is no prejudice in the
presentation. Often when afilm
is made about a time period in
the past, the director allows the
present to influence the film.
Not in this movie; we are given
a straight forward look at the
seventies.
Besides' drugs and
casual sex, the other legacy of
the decadent decade is music.
The movie opens with
Aerosmith's "Sweet Emotion"
and all through the movie, one
rock classic after another can be
heard. Obviously no movie
about the seventies would be
complete without a little
Frampton, and of course "Do
You Feel Like I Do?"cranks out
of almost every car cruising the
strip.
Richard Linklater
presents the halcyon days of the
seventies. Before Carter, before
Studio 54, when drinking and
driving was still fun and nobody
ever heard of herpes.
This movie should be
required viewing for all those
who are too young to remember
our nation's foray into complete
mellowness.

The A&E Section of
the Mirror welcomes
any SHORT fiction or
non-fiction narratives
that you would like to
submit. Any poetry or
other creative writing
samples are also
appreciated. Please
send your submissions
to Box AA, or stop by
the Mirror office in
Gonzaga ground.
NOW ACCEPTING

nppl.icnTioNs ERR pnm TIME

HOLIDAY SALES HELP
PENNV WEIGHTS

FRIDAY NOV. 19-8pm
SATURDAY NOV. 20- 8 pm
SUNDAY NOV. 21 - 7pm and 9 pm

JEWELRY STORE
•EHCELLENT PRY FOR RUSY JRR-$8.O0/im
•RPPLY IN PERSRN HI PENNV WEIGHTS
124 ELM STREET, NEW CnNHHN flG81R
9667739

CLOSED MONRRY
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Culture on Campus at the Quick Center
Compiled by
Christine Folchi
A&E Editor
Leonard Slatkin and
the St. Louis Symphony
Orchestra will perform a special
benefit concert on Wednesday,
November 18 at 8 PM. Known
internationally for its thoughtful
and spirited performances of
American music, the St. Louis
Symphony
Orchestra
is
recognized as one of the finest
orchestras in the nation by critics
and audiences alike. Founded by
Joseph Otten in 1881, the
Orchestra is second in age only to
the New York Philharmonic, and
has established a unique identity
characterized by a rich sound and
challenging repertory.
During his tenure in St.
Louis, Mr. Slatkin has led the
orchestra on three highly
acclaimed overseas tours—of
Europe in 1985 and of the Far
East in 1986 and 1990. Tours of
this country have included stops
in Chicago, Washington, D.C.,
Boston, San Francisco, Los
Angeles and two concerts annually
in Carnegie Hall.
Since 1977, Slatkin's
recordings with the St. Louis
Symphony Orchestra have been
nominated yearly for Grammy
Awards, winning two in 1985 for

Brian Torff and Friends will celebrate America's
musical roots with a unique concert of jazz, Native American
music, blues, and rock and roll favorites on Friday, November
19 at 7:30 PM and 9:30 PM. A virtuoso bassist, Torff has toured
Europe, Australia, Hong Kong, and South America and made
appearances at the White House, Carnegie Hall, NBC, and the
Tonight Show.
A big focus of this performance will be on solo-based
compositions. "The solo-based idea grew out of a need for more
musical freedom," said Torff. "It allows me the opportunity to be
very spontaneous, I can change tempos or keys, and go anywhere
the music takes me."
"Thisconcert emphasizes the importance of diversification,
and puts the audience in touch with less well-known, but important
musical influences," said Torff, who in addition to his work as a
performer, serves as a professor of fine arts here at Fairfield
University. "It is important for Americans to get in touch with their
musical roots. My goal is to expand Fairfield University's music
department so that it reflects not just American music's European
antecedents, but its black, Native American and Latin antecedents."

Leonard Slatkin conducting the
a recording of Prokofiev's
Symphony No. 5 and one in 1992
for a disc which included Barber's
Piano Concerto with John
Browning.
Additional
honors
received by Mr. Slatkin include
ASCAP awards in 1984, 1986
and 1990 for "adventuresome
programming of contemporary
music" with the St. Louis
Symphony Orchestra and several

St. Louis Symphony
honorary doctorates, including
one from his alma mater, the
Julliard School.
Slatkin's concert at
Fairfield University will begin
with Vaughan Williams' Five
Variants of "Dives and Lazarus"
followed by Dohnanyi's Suite in
F-sharp minor, Op. 19. The
program will conclude with
Beethoven's Symphony No. 7 in
A Major, Op. 92.

Victor
Herbert's
holiday classic "Babes in
Toyland" has delighted
generations of children and
parents with its tale of
enchanted forests, wicked,
black-caped villains, and heroic
toy soldiers, and will be
performed Sunday, November
28 at 2 and 4 PM.
Set in the fairy tale land
of Mother Goose Nursery
Rhymes, "Babes in Toyland"
follows the travails of sweethearts
Jack and Jill. Falling down the
hill, it seems, is the least of Jill's
problems. Jill's mother, Old

Mother Hubbard, has signed away
Jill's future. If Mother Hubbard
can't pay the rent, Jill has to marry
the evil landlord Barnaby. Jack
and Jill have only one hope—the
Fairy Godmother who lives in
Toyland. But to reach Toyland
they must travel through the
dreadful Forest of No Return.
Accompanying the
couple are the ditzy Little Bo Peep
and the bumbling Simple Simon.
Simon generates some of the
production's biggest laughs with

his comic pratfalls, malapropisms,
and Abbott-and-Costello-style
dialogues with Barnaby.
There is a lot of audience
participation, to keep the
children's attention, says Patricia
Hemenway Cook, manager of
events at the Quick Center.
As a part of the Quick
Center's Birthday Party Special,
parents can hold a party for their
child and guests at the theatre
before or after the show.

Potential
The mysterious beauty
and elemental power of folk
music is the focus of Fairfield
University Orchestra's concert
"From the Villages to the
Concert Halls," on Tuesday,
November 30 at 8 PM.
The program will
include selections from great
American, Spanish, Eastern
European and British composers.
Director Richard Shillea
is very enthusiastic about the
season's opening concert. "This
is a very energetic and entertaining
program filled with cultural
diversity. The students are loving
the music, and therefore very
much enjoying the preparation and
this should serve to enhance the
performance."
Highlights of the concert
will include selections from
Copland's Western folk ballad,
"Billy the Kid."
Other selections will
include music by Chabrier,

Chopin, Defalla, Brahms, and
Vaughn Williams.
This
year
marks
Shillea's sixth as conductor of the
Fairfield University Orchestra. A
clarinetist, Shillea has appeared
with the Bridgeport Symphony
Orchestra, the Connecticut Opera
and the Stamford Chamber
Orchestra.
He holds a B.A. and a
Master's degree from the
Michigan School of Music, and
serves as a faculty member at the
Julliard School of Music, in
addition to his duties as director
of Orchestral Activities here at
Fairfield University.
Money from the concert
will be used for student
scholarships and special
programs.
The Quick Center is a
great opportunity for oncampus entertainment, and is
a worthwhile and educational
way to spend an evening.

For ticket
information
on any of the
above shows,
contact the
Quick
Center Box
Office at
254-4010.
^^
CALL TOLL FREE FOR
FREE CATALOG OF 29 000 REPORTS

1-800-777-7901
415-586-3900

BERKELEY RESEARCH

Six-Figure Income
OLDE Discount is looking for energetic people
to start a career in the brokerage business.
Requirements include:
College Degree
General Market Knowledge, and
Excellent Communication Skills
OLDE offers:
6 to 12 Month Extensive Training Program
Competitive Salary and Commission Structure
Relocation Possibilities
Call Jay Berube for more information:

1 800 937-0606

^OLDE

America's Full Service Discount Broker5"
Member NYSE & SIPC
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Come
and
get
us!
Lady Stags confident about upcoming season
Kevin Sutton
Staff Writer
Their goal is simple: first
place, October 18th; first place,
March 6th.
The Fairfield University
Lady Stags Basketball Team was
selected as the MA AC coaches'
choice to win the conference this
year, and the club is happy to
accept that distinction.
"Our attitude is 'come
and get us'," said head coach
Dianne Nolan at the recent Kickoff
Luncheon.
Fairfield has a lot of
reasons to be optimistic. Don't
forget, this is a team that came up
one basket short against eventual
champion St. Peter's in last year's
MAAC Tournament. The Lady
Stags lost two players to
graduation: one of the best to play
the
game
here,
Kate
Abromovitch; and Aimee
Auerbeck, who often provided a
quick scoring spark off the bench.
Abromovitch led the team in
scoring last year with a 19.2 points
per game average, and was the
most prolific three point shooter
in the history of the program. She
holds the season and career records
for three-pointers, both attempted
and made. In Auerbeck, the Lady
Stags don't lose much on offense
(5.3 ppg), however they lose
experience, leadership, and instant
offense off the bench.
Here's how this year's
club looks:

FRONTCOURT
All discussion of the
Lady Stags frontcourt begins and
ends with Co-Captain Robin
Massari (Sr., F, 5' 10"). Massari
led the MAAC in rebounding last
year... make that "dominated" the
league in rebounding last year with
an 11.1 per game average.
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senior co -captain Robin Massari.
photo: MAAC

No one else finished in double
figures. In fact, of players
returning this year, the next closest
competitor averaged 8.3 a game.
Offensively, Massari brings a
great inside game to the Lady
Stags. She averaged 13.3 ppg last
season, and could be the league's
best overall player.
Co-Captain
Katie
Walheim (Sr., F, 6'0") returns
this year from a knee injury that
kept her out of all but three games
last season. She's never seen
serious playing time in her career,
but has shown flashes of greatness.
She rebounds well, in getting at
least one in 23 of her 29 games her
sophomore season, but the jury is
stjll out aslo how far her recovery
has come and what sheTl be able

to accomplish this year.
Lauren Reitwiesner
(Jr., F, 6'0") is one of the juniors
that Nolan says, "grew up the
most last season." Reitweisner
averaged 6.1 ppg last season, a
number that probably could have
been more if not for a broken nose
that kept her out for three games
mid-season. It seemed that it took
her some time to get back into her
rhythm upon returning from that
injury. Reitweisner has great
range on her jump shot, but she
needs to be more consistent with
it - she shot only 33% from the
field. Her outside game, along
with others, is critical for the Lady
Stags to free up the inside game.
Carla Johns (Jr., C/F,
6'0") has emerged as a tremendous
force in the low post. She rebounds
(5.3 ppg) and may have the best
moves to the basket of anybody in
the league, evidenced by her 49%
shooting percentage. She does
whatever it takes to get the ball in
the hoop, even against girls 3 or4
inches taller, by going around,
over, or through them. The
problem for Carla this year will be
hanging around until the end of
the game. Johns has led the team
by fouling out 4 times last season,
and also got slapped with the most
personal fouls on the squad.
Jennifer McMillan
(So., F, 5' 10") earned seven starts
as a freshman last year, and was
named to the MAAC All-Rookie
team. McMillan showed everyone
what she is capable of in a game
against Manhattan last year, when
she posted 12 points and 10
rebounds while matched up
against Manhattan's Twin Towers '
of Gina Somma, 6'0", and Lori
Toomey, 6'4".
McMillan
possesses a terrific baseline
jumper that is nearly unstoppable,
and she hits with a high rate of
success.
Christine Wallace (Jr.,
C, 6'3") showed signs of greatness
to come last year as she saw the
first serious action of her career.
She pulled down a career-high 10
rebounds against Coppin State,
and had 8 points against Iona, all
while playing an average of only
12 minutes per game. At 6'3",
Wallace towers over most of her
competition in the MAAC, and
gives Fairfield an equalizer to
Manhattan's giants. If she can
add a few more moves inside
offensively, Wallace should be a
force to contend with this season.
Dana Matthews (So., F/
G, 6'0") is the final returner of the
front court bunch. Dana only
played a total of 38 minutes last
year, so it is hard to judge her
abilities,
strengths
and
weaknesses. In high school, she
was a proven leader, scorer and
rebounder (12 ppg, 9 ppg). She
does bring versatility to the team,
playing both forward and guard,
and she gives Fairfield depth on
the bench.
BACKCOURT
What Massari is to the
frontcourt, MAAC Rookie of the
Year Christine Fryer (So., G,
5'6") is to the backcourt. She is
the quarterback of the Lady Stags,
having taken over the point guard

position early last season. She
responded by averaging 9 points,
3.8 assists, and 2.5 steals per game.
Fryer was the Lady Stags secondbest long range bomber behind
Ambromovitch, hitting 31% of
her three pointers. The scary part
is that this figure was way down
from her high school mark of 64%!
Even scarier is thinking that Fryer
accomplished so much as a
freshman. She now has three years
to develop further and get even
better.
Erin Mooney (Jr., G, 5' 8") is the senior member of the
backcourt with the graduations of
Auerbeck and Abromovitch. To
take better advantage of her
offensive skills, and with the
emergence of Fryer, Nolan has
moved Mooney to the off guard
spot this year. Mooney won't beat
you with speed, or strength, or by
raining jumpers all day, she '11 beat
you with good hands and a
fundamentally sound game. In
moving to off guard, she'll need
to improve her shooting
percentage (29% last year).
Trinette Tucker (So.,
G, 5'-9") showed that she can
shoot, hit from long range, and
maybe more surprisingly,
rebound. She had 8 boards in a
game agains.t Niagara last season,
which isn't easy for a guard when
Massari and Johns are around.
Trinette is coming off thumb
surgery in the off season, but no
one seems concerned that her
performance will be affected.
MariPat Campbell
(So., G, 5'-8") came to the Lady
Stags as a walk-on last year, and
basically saw walk-on time (17
minutes overall). Nobody expects
MariPat to be the next Alumni
Hall superstar, but as she showed
last season, she belongs on the
team. Campbell won't hurt the
Lady Stags by any means if she is
called into more serious playing
time by injuries to other players.
She showed good court sense and
ability, even in her limited role.
THE FRESHMEN
Bridget Cleary and
Heidi Gill add more height to the
Lady Stags. Cleary stands at 6-3
while Gill check in a 6-1. Both,
according to Nolan, are "bangers
inside." Nolan feels that "the
addition of Bridget will supply us
with needed depth at the center
spot," and "Heidi is a powerful
player...I expect her to supply us
with some added inside strength."
If Cleary and Gill show promise
and perform early, the Lady Stags
will have a dominating frontcourt
that the rest of the league will
have trouble containing.
Tami McGlynn, a 5-9
guard, played for three years with
Fryer at Christ the King High
School in NY. They are reunited
in the Lady Stags backcourt this
season. All they did in high school
was win a NYC championship
and the nation's #2 ranking,
according to USA Today, which
is highly impressive. "She'squick,
strong, and will help in our
defensive efforts. She's a very
smart player," said Nolan.
If these three can
contribute as .well as last year's
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Stag
Scoreboard
Hockey (2-0)
Stag Results:
11/12
FAIR 3, at Vilnova 2
(OT)

12/412/5
12/8

at Iona Invitational,
New Rochelle, NY, TBA
atMarist,7:00

Stag Schedule:
11/19- at Curry CollegeTourney,
11/20
Milton, MA
12/1
SUFFOLK, 6:15
12/3
at Welseyan, 5:00
12/4
WENTWORTHINST.,
8:00
12/9
atW.N.E.C.,6:15

Men's Basketball (0-0)

Swimming M: (0-7), W: (1-7)

12/4

Stag Schedule:
11/18
11/22
11/27
12/3

Results:
11/13
at U.R.I, w/ Southern CT
Men:

U.R.I. 93, FAIR 19
S.C.S.U. 87, FAIR 19

Women: U.R.1.91, FAIR 22
S.C.S.U. 64, FAIR 48
Schedule:
11/20
at Seton Hall, 1:00
freshman class did, then the goal
of finishing in first place will
certainly come true for Fairfield.
THE COACH
Whatcan'tyou say about
Diane Nolan? She is a proven
winner everywhere she's been.
All fans take note—Nolan needs
just 3 more wins to reach 300 for
her 20 year career. That should be
reached during the Lady Stags
home tournament, the Warner's
Classic, scheduled for December
10-11. This will be an event not to
be missed. Nolan is a competitor
who is not used to losing. Only 5
times has a Nolan-coached team
ended with a losing record, and
only two of those have come at
Fairfield. She has two new faces
joining her and assistant coach
Tricia Sacca on the sidelines this
year.

Lady Stag coach Dianne Nolan
photo: MAAC
John Paladino comes to Fairfield
from UConn, where he was an
assistant. Anyone who knows
women's basketball knows that
means John comes from a
nationally ranked program,
another winner. Juliet McGee
recently graduated from Bucknell,
where she was a standout player
herself. McGee will have many
relevant points to teach the Lady
Stags.
THE REST OF THE
LEAGUE
The major challenge to
the Lady Stags will come from
two teams—Manhattan and

UPSTATE NY AAU,
(E), 8:00
LATVIA , (E), 8:00
at Toledo, 8:00
IND. MORT. CLASSIC
N.C. A&T vs FAIR, 6:30
Drexel vs T.C.U., 8:00
Consolation Game, 6:30
Champ. Game, 8:00

Women's Basketball (0-0)
Lady Stag Schedule:
11/22
11/27
12/1 "
12/7

LATVIA, (E), 6:00
BROWN, 2:00
SETON HALL, 7:00
at Central CT, 7:00

Loyola. The dominance of
Manhattan's inside forces of
Toomey and Somma has already
been noted. In the off-season, all
Manhattan did was add 2 more
six-footers for this year. They also
possess quick, crafty shooting
guards like Amy Gottschalk and
Tonya Obey, both of whom gave
the Lady Stags fits at times last
season. But this club may need
another year to fully come together
under second-year coach Michele
Sharp.
Loyola seems to be the
top competition. They have
arguably the league's best player
in Patty Stoffey. Stoffey averaged
16.4 ppg and 8 rebounds a game—
as a sophomore. How much does
Stoffey mean to Loyola? She was
team captain last year, again, her
sophomore season. Loyola returns
four starters to a team that last
year was MAAC runner up to St.
Peter's, losing in the finals of the
post season tournament. All this
was done while the players were
still getting used to the new system
of rookie coach Pat Coyle. For
Loyola to take the next step, they' 11
need to improve on an abysmal
38% team shooting percentage,
and the Lady Greyhounds have to
find a big long range threat. Last
year, opposing teams made more
than half the number of "threes"
Loyola took.
THE OUTLOOK
It is difficult to come up
with any reason to refute the
prediction that the Lady Stags
won't realize their goal this year.
They have the talent, no question.
They have the heart, never a
question. They have the horses.
They need to improve their team
shooting percentage (39.5% last
year) and their dreadful 3-10 road
record. Championship teams win
on the road. This has been proven
time and time again, unless you 're
the Minnesota Twins. Nolan is in
tune to these problems and has
addressed them. Expect to see the
Lady Stags back in the NCAA's
this year.

Sports
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Fairfield Sports Wrap-Up
Crew: Fairfield University Crew
team closed their second fall
season with strong performances
in their final two November races.
On November 13, the
Metropolitan
Rowing
Championships were held in Glen
Island, NY. The Fairfield Crew
Women's Varsity Eight boat
finished in first place with a
substantial lead over its
competitors, including Fordham
University, NYU, and Manhattan
College. The Men's Varsity
Lightweight Four placed third in
the heavyweight heat, and as twoseat Mark Mahoney said, "The
Mets were an invaluable
experience for us, and I expect a
strong showing form us in the
Dad Vails regatta."
The men's novice eight
took fifth after passing their
opponents in a powerful final few
meters. This was the first regatta
for the women's novice eight, and
they came back strong after
initially losing time when they
were pushed out of a lane by a
neighboring boat. Women's
captain Tara Cullen stated, "The
girls rowed well for their first
showing on the water, and I think

they have a good chance of placing
in major races in the spring."
The previous weekend
on November 6, Fairfield Crew
participated in the Yale
Invitational, facing powerful
teams from Yale, Radcliffe,
Dartmouth, Wesleyan, and the
Coast Guard. The Women's eight
again gave a solid performance,
finishing 14 out of 25. The men's
novice eight rowed for the first
time and maintained a good
attitude amid such intense
competition.
Men's
and
Women's
Swimming:
Coach Phil
Palumbo's swimming teams
suffered losses to Rhode Island
and Southern Connecticut in a
meet last weekend at Fairfield.
On the men's side, Fairfield fell to
U.R.I. 83-19, while Southern
Connecticut defeated the Stags
87-19. However, freshman
Michael Griek continued his
outstanding swimming for
Fairfield as he won the 800 meter
freestyle with a time of 9:06.89.
Fairfield's women's
teams also suffered two losses,
91 -22 to Rhode Island, and 64-48
to Southern Connecticut. Fairfield

Campanella
making waves
(Continued from Pg. 16)
women on her floor deal with the rigors of college life. "I thrive
on being so busy. I have to live my life by the clock and know
where I have to be at certain times. Having such a structured life
is good for me."
Lyn is a competitive diver, but she likes to measure
her improvement subjectively rather than objectively.
Campanella never listens to her scores after a dive, as she
swims underwater while the scores are being announced. She
only uses the scores later to figure out how to improve for the
next meet. "I hope that at the end of the season, I will feel that
I have done as well as I could," Campanella said. Lyn believes
that she has shown much improvement this season because
there is no pressure on her to catch up to the other divers who
might possess superior skills, and that she can instead go at her
own pace.
The diving team as a whole should be improved this
season. Last year's team was comprised of only five divers, but
this year's squad is much deeper, as nine divers are now on the
team. Lyn Campanella feels that the team is very close, and all
team members encourage everyone else to do well. The swim
team, which the divers are a part of, is also very supportive,
often congratulating her and the other divers on their
improvements, as well as cheering for them at the meets. She
credits head coach Dan Vener with having the patience to teach
her several dives, preaching the importance of having fun, and
understanding that she sometimes must miss practice due to her
responsibilities as a resident advisor. Assistant coach Erika
Sullivan also received praise for helping to make the inward
dive one of Lyn's best dives. Campanella also pointed out that
Catherine Bassi, a star diver and 1993 graduate of Fairfield
University, also possessed the willingness to help Lyn become
a better diver. Fairfield only has two returning divers, but the
sheer depth of the team ensures that they will capture sizable
amounts of points at their meets this year.
Lyn understands that her collegiate athletic career is
almost over, but she has a healthy attitude about it. "I'm going
to miss it when it's all over," expressed Campanella. "I'll
definitely be sad. It's amazing that I feel this way because two
years ago I thought it was crazy to believe that I would be a
diver. This year is my last opportunity, and I want to make the
most of it."
After her college experience is finished, Lyn plans to
earn a law degree and become a college professor. With her
work ethic, ability, and determination, it is a solid bet that Lyn
Campanella will attain her life's ambition.

out with a leg injury for almost the
entire game." The Stags were
forced to step up their game, which
they did. "I'm very pleased. The
team came together as a unit and
the defense played especially well.
Villanova was stronger than
before, but we controlled the
game," continued McCarthy. "If
their goalie didn't play as great as
he did, it would have been much
different."
Malay not only scored the
game winner, but he added a short
handed goal late in the second
period. That score tied the game
afteracluster of points were scored
in the first. Within a one minute

had several individual standouts
in the meet. Ann Gallagher
recorded victories in the 800meter and 400-meter freestyles,
while freshman Katie Killeen won
the 100-meterfreestyle( 1:05.06).
Fairfield's men are
currently 0-7, while the women
are 1 -7. Fairfield will be back in
action on Saturday when they
travel to Seton Hall for a 1:00
meet.
Men's and Women's Cross
Country: Coach Chris Tetro's
cross country team recently
concluded successful seasons with
solid finishes at season-ending
meets at George Mason
University. The women placed
22nd with 572 total points at the
ECACmeet. Junior standout Fran
Arthurs was the top finisher for
the Lady Stags, placing 47th with
a time of 19:38.9. Bernadette
Sanchez finished 107th with a time
of 20:49.6.
Fairfield's men's team
placed 21st (573 total points) at
the NCAA qualifier behind Ian
MacNeill's finish (101st;
33:52.6). Chris Corbett followed
close behind, placing 106th with
a time of 33:57.3.
Ice Hockey: Fairfield's ice
hockey team won an important
game on Friday, defeating
Villanova, 3-2 in overtime at the
Philadelphia Spectrum, raising
their record to 2-0. The back and
forth game was ended by Tim
Malay's third goal of the season.
"It's always hard to win
on the road and we were short on
players," said coach Dr. John
McCarthy. "Scott Lindsay was

span, the Wildcats netted two
goals, while Fairfield responded
with a goal by Bob Terry between
them.
The Stags travel to Curry
College this weekend in Milton,
MA, where they will skate against
St. Michael's and either Curry or
Quinnipiac. "I think we have a
good chance in the tomament if
we play like we did last time,"
said McCarthy. "Getting off to
this good start was important, we
just need to continue our play."
(Sports Wrap-Up compiled by
Nancy C. DiConza, Brendan
Kiernan, and Dan Martin.,

Senior forward Scott Lindsay on the ice last year, photo: K. Wolfthal

Operation Recapture
(Continued from Pg. 16)
Alumni Hall the MADHOUSE it once was, for Cormier and
Company seem "juiced" about the talent on this year's
squad.
It is important to remember that OPERATION
RECAPTURE depends upon us. Let's transform the Dead
Sea into the RED SEA once again and come in from
wherever you've been and step into Alumni Hall and the
world of big time Division I basketball, because it is important
to remember that WE ARE FAIRFIELD !

Want to get
involved with
Stagmanial
Statisticians are
needed for ail
home
basketball
games. Contaet
the Sports
Information
Office for more
Information!

LSAT
GMAT
GRE
MCAT
Preparation for fall
examinations:
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GORMET SHOPPE

259-2233

873 Post Road,
Fairfield

GRE begins Oct. 23
LSAT begins Oct. 28
GMAT begins Dec. 4

WITH THIS COUPON
BUY ONE SANDWICH AND GET THE NEXT ONE FREE
(2ND SANDWICH MUST BE OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE)
Staff Welcome Too!
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GREAT HAIRCUTS
GREAT PRICES
NOW

$19.99 w/Student I.D.
(Reg. $33.00)

259-1649
A FULL SERVICE SALON
26 Sherman Court
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Sports
Red alert: "Operation
Recapture" in full force
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Robert Shannon
Staff Writer
The 1993-1994 Men's
and Women's basketball season
started with a bang on Monday
afternoon when both Lady Stag's
head coach Diane Nelson and
Men's headmaster Paul Cormier
addressed an enthusiastic student
body in the Barone Campus Center
cafeteria. This step, the second in
FUSA's attempt to recapture the
Red Sea (The first being the cover
of the Stag) was the first ever
media luncheon made available
to the students of Fairfield
University. From a basketball
enthusiast's perspective, it
couldn't have been any better.
This was every Monday morning
quarterback's chance to "grill" the
coaches, or just ask those
questions which have been
plaguing you for four years and
counting.
Coach Nolan opened the
forum by the describing the pride
and experiences she has cultivated
and been a part of during her fifteen
year and near 300 win tenure at
Fairfield. In keeping with the

theme
of
OPERATION
RECAPTURE, Nolan reminisced
about the Alumni Hall of old:
loud, rowdy, distracting for the
opposition, and just a downright
nasty place to play for opposing
teams. Coach Nolan continued
her enthusiastic address by
describing the Lady Stags as both
a team and individually, while
stressing the balance between the
veteran and "rookie" talent the
club possesses. Nolan told the
students and media in attendance
that the Lady Stags have posted in
their locker room the saying,
"Come Get Us." Those of you
who weren't able to attend this
luncheon might be asking
yourselves why "Come Get Us."
The answer is simple: the Lady
Stags hold the preseason number
spot in the MAAC coach's poll.
Although the season has yet to
begin, this campaign has all the
makings of one that will carry the
Fairfield Lady Stags to a MAAC
title and a long awaited road trip
to the dance of all dances, the
NCAA tournament.
After the Lady Stags
were introduced, all attention

turned to Stags headmaster Paul
Cormier and the 1993-1994 Men's
basketball team.
Cormier
described his experiences with the
club over the past two years and
provided some candid insight as
to the reasons surrounding their
less than stellar performance on
the court. Cormier's outlook on
this year's team was one of
continued improvement and
competitiveness; two qualities that
he feels will allow the Stags to,
"be in every game." When asked
about the style of play the fans can
expect to see, Coach Cormier
responded positively by saying
the Stags would play aggressively
on both the offensive and
defensive ends of the floor; setting
their sights on averaging more
than eighty points per game and
playing the same type of relentless
defensive pressure they exhibited
last year. Cormier also provided
a touching story about his players
desire to perform well in front of
their peers; in case you're
wondering, that means the student
body. In short, Cormier also
stressed the importance of making

(Continued on Pg. 15)

Campanella making waves
in and out of the pool
Mark Georgescu
Staff Writer

1 vn Campanella: The senior member of the Fairfleld diving
team.
photo: file

Inside Sports...

Those who know senior Lyn
Campanella are not surprised to see that
she has become one of the most improved
and respected members of the Fairfield
University Diving Team. Lyn's work ethic,
desire to improve, and willingness to have
fun have made her a much better diver than
she was only two years ago.
Amazingly enough, Campanella
did not take up diving until her sophomore
year of college. Lyn had been an active
gymnast during high school, so she already
had the technique, flexibility, and form
necessary to become a diver. There are no
adequate diving facilities available to Lyn
in her hometown, so she was unable to take
up the sport before entering Fairfield. Some
of her friends encouraged her to take up
diving as a sophomore. Of her entrance
into the sport, Lyn said, "I didn't take it too
seriously. I gave it a shot and just tried to
have fun. Unfortunately, injuries limited
my diving until my junior year. I am really
thankful for those friends who encouraged
me to join the team, it's brought a lot into
my life."
Besides being on the diving team,
Lyn Campanella's day is filled with other
demands on her time. In addition to her
course load, she babysits, is a typesetter
for the Mirror, and has been a resident
advisor in Dolan Hall for the last two
years. Lyn often finds time to help the

(Continued on Pg. 15)
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The season for
giving thanks
Brian Keegan
Sports Editor
Thanksgiving is always my favorite holiday of the year.
It is a time to go home, see friends long enough to get reacquainted, but not long enough to become annoyed with, and eat
enough turkey and mashed potatoes to last until Christmas.
Thanksgiving is also a big day for high school sports, and the
turkey just wouldn't taste as good without seeing a traditional
high school football game on Thanksgiving morning. Therefore,
in the sporting tradition of this great holiday, I felt it would be
appropriate to share with you some of the things that I am
thankful for.
First and foremost, I am thankful that Mark Resnick,
Jim Fitzpatrick, F.U.S. A., and the athletic department finally
took the initiative to implement the "operation recapture program."
It is not an easy task to put together a student/media function that
was so successful last Tuesday. These people are attempting to
do what some say is impossible: get students to come back to
Alumni Hall, and all true die-hard Stag fans such as myself
should be thankful for this effort. If successful, it will mark the
much-needed re-birth of the Red Sea.
Next, I am thankful that finally, after a great delay, there
are signs that basketball might be able to be played in the Rec
Plex in the near future. The initial layer of the rubberized floor
was poured this past week, and it appears that the floor will be
ready for use some time in early December. Thanks also to Ben
Jay, for so graciously loaning the Intramural Sports Department
Alumni Hall on weeknights so that Intramural Basketball could
continue on schedule. However, it will be good to get I.M. hoops
back in the Rec Plex. That extra-long floor in Alumni is doing a
number on my physical dexterity.
Who couldn't be thankful for the incredibly warm
weather that we have seen over the last few days. For avid
joggers like myself, it is especially nice to not have to run in
sweatpants and a turtleneck in November.
For Lou Gorman, ex-general manager of the Boston
Red Sox, I am thankful for the fact that no longer will trades such
as Jeff Bagwell for Larry Andersen become a reality. Maybe
while Lou is having lunch in his new executive suite, the curse
of the Bambino will finally be broken under new front-office
leadership.
Thankful is not a strong enough statement to express my
feelings about Boston College getting the chance to avenge last
year's loss to Notre Dame this Saturday. B.C. was humiliated on
national television last year by the Irish. Now, the Eagles can
catch Holtzs' troops in an overconfident mode after their upset
win over Florida State last week, and win the true battle for
Catholic football supremacy.
For the sake of the National Hockey League, I am
thankful that this time, they were smart enough to hire replacement
officials before the regular referees and linesmen took to the
picket lines. Who can forget the Jim Schoenfeld/Don Koharski
"Have another donut you fat pig" shouting match which
precipitated the last walkout by NHL officials. Actually, that was
kind of exciting. Heck, it was great! Maybe foresight wasn't
such a great idea on the part of the N.H.L....
Finally, to my especially efficient Mirror sports staff,
I am eternally thankful. These writers work countless hours to
bring the sporting world closer to the entire University community,
and their dedication and commitment is something that any
sports editor would be envious of. Have a great thanksgiving
holiday!
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Happy Thanksgiving!
The Mirror returns
on December 9

